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The Monthly Journal of Winchester TU
Chapter #638
The heart has its reasons of which reason knows nothing. -- Blaise Pascal
February 2022

Monthly TU meetings are back!
Our next meeting is 7:00 p.m. on Thursday,
February 3, at the
Lake Frederick Community Lodge
180 Bald Eagle Drive
Lake Frederick, VA 22630
Dinner before the meeting
5:30 p.m. at Region’s 117 Restaurant
We have reserved a small number of seats,
but it would be helpful if you could notify
Wayne (540-508-4476) in advance if you will
be dining with us.
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See you at the October 7 meeting.
Bill Prokopchak, Newsletter Editor
540-722-2620

Those of us who fish in WINTER
understand the unique beauties of
the year’s most brutal season. The
bluest skies are in winter. The
brightest stars are in winter.
Winter sounds different, too. There
are few leaves on the trees to rustle
in the breeze, but the leaves on the
forest floor produce a magical
melody.
The very water we fish sounds
different in winter. The riffles sound
sharper, and the waterfall sounds
are crisper.
Ice on the water resonates with
these sounds to make a music more
beautiful than any concert hall.
And there is a peace in the
wilderness in winter unlike the peace
of any other season. All of nature
seems to take a break.
We know that that’s not actually true,
but to those of us who want to hear
nature, the wilderness is a restful
place of solitude.

Winter Fishing continues
on the next page.
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-- continued
Layer Up ! Be Prepared !
We’ve heard it a thousand times. Layer up. Layering allows retention of just the right amount of body
heat. Layering also reduces moisture -- the killer. Here’s our editor’s layering scheme that keeps him
toasty from sunrise to sunset even with air temperatures below 35º and winds howling at 35 MPH.

Wool
Stocking Cap

Baseball Cap

Hoodie

Warm-WhenWet Vest

Breathable Rain
Jacket with Hood
Second WarmWhen-Wet Vest

Base Layer:
Neck Gaiter

Long-Sleeve Shirt
with Pockets

Woolen
Sweater
Base Layer:
Silk Long-Sleeve
Undershirt
Thermal
Trousers

Chest-High Waders

Base Layer:
Long Underwear

Base Layer:
Wool Skivvies

Base Layer:
Heavy Wool Socks

Wading Boots
Note: Wool Gloves
are a great addition.
Our editor rarely
wears them and didn’t
include them in this
photo.

Winter Fishing continues on the next page.
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-- continued

Upper Left: 20-Mile Creek in December 2010
Above: Bruce on 20-Mile November 2014
Below: Stan on The Rapidan 2014
Bottom Right: Rapidan in January 2017
Bottom Left: Galen’s March 2020 Smallie
Lower Left: Frozen eyes in December 2020
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A Fishing Fable © 2010
Bill Prokopchak reflects on a snowy day and The Iron-Head Fish in the Lake of Erie.
‘Twas a frosty morn’ when this Knight Hospitalier in search of folk of advanced age to nurse found himself
in the land known as Penn’s Sylvania, some distance from the Place of Three Rivers known as Pitt’s Burgh.
Having provided life-giving sustenance to such a person of advanced age and garnering much renown and
rejoicing, our errant Knight felt called to seek a new quest.
Being already in The Land of Penn’s Sylvania and recalling the legend of The Famous Iron-Head Fish spake
of far and wide in The Land of the Virgin Queen -- far, far to the south from whence our errant Knight doth
hale -- our noble Knight didst aim his trusty war horse, Blue Honda, to the frozen North and the land in Penn’s
Sylvania that is called The County of Erie. His quest: Subdue The Iron-Head Fish of ancient legend.

It was in the nineteenth day of the snowy month of
February in the two thousand and tenth Year of Our
Lord. A month that hath seen snow upon snow for
14 days without cease following months of
December and January of similar fecundity. The
snow hath piled to the height of a goodly man’s waist
-- or to the height of our Knight’s chest, being a man
of somewhat diminished proportions.
Our Knight’s journey was a long one of some thirtythree leagues over a track that hath been much
plowed and salted. His steed was ample to the task
and our Knight didst arrive in the County of Erie upon
the fourth hour after sunrise to a blue sky, scudded
with middling small clouds and a fresh wind from the
West.
Snow and ice is what he saw, and he saw much
snow and ice. As he beheld the snow and ice, he
gave Thanks for such snow and ice.

The River of The Elk in
Penn’s Sylvania
Photo by Bill Prokopchak

As his steed pushed on through vistas of snow and ice to the Park known as Elk and the River known as
The Elk. He was glad of the snow and ice for it is of such snow and ice that rivers are made. He but wished
for warmth of spring and the budding of trees and open waters from which he could extract The Famous
Iron-Head Fish.
Blue Honda
Photo by Bill Prokopchak

Having loaded Blue Honda with many stealthy devices
reputed to have magical effects on The Famous Iron-Head
Fish, our questing Knight sought open water and a place
to board Blue Honda.
The Park at The River of Elk as foretold by the Ancient and
Honorable Sage of The County of Clarke, Bernard of
Nagelvoort, was a likely locale for The Iron-Head Fish.
Fortune hath followed our Knight to the County of Erie and
he, indeed, found both open water and a goodly resting
place for his trusty steed, Blue Honda.
‘Twas a nervous time for our Hero as he donned his
questing garb. No squire to help. No other fisherfolk to
provide comfort or wisdom. No path through the snow!

Now armoured against water and cold he didst turn to his saddlebag.
Opening his saddlebag our Knight surveyed his fishing weaponry. The small piece of open water, swift and
deep in the River of Elk was no more than twenty paces by ten paces of a stout knave. He selected a comely
rod of moderate length -- a rod of sufficient character and imbued with temper and mettle and the blessings
of the Holy and Venerable Winston of Montana.
Now, He turned his mind to the gossamer silk that would connect -- that would form the unbreakable bond - between The Famous Iron-Head Fish and our Questing Knight. He surveyed the array of finest silk, cast
his eye upon the open water, studied the water’s depth and color. And lo, in this Valley of the River Elk a
voice as if from afar spake unto Him saying: “Let us jerk some lips.”

CONTINUES ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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- CONTINUED
A Fishing Fable by Bill Prokopchak
With this wisdom still hard upon his ears, our Knight selected the silk marked “One of the Single X”.
A final choice lay before our Knight. Be it nymph or egg? Egg or nymph? The choice was his and is not
mine to tell.
This saga is overlong, I know, but is soon to end. ‘Tis truth. ‘Tis true.
Thus vested and armed, our questing Knight went forth to do
battle with The Famous Iron-Head Fish. Diminutive as he be,
the struggle to the River Elk through this vale of snow is a tale
to be told at hearths and firesides of fisherfolk in ages hence.
For now, let it be sufficient to say that sweat doth pour from the
brow of our Hero ere he reached the River.
In excitement and haste, he madest his first cast onto the
waters of the River Elk. In his excitement and haste, he madest
his first cast without the benefit of lead.
Was it nymph or egg? I cannot tell, but upon lighting on the
water’s surface a magnificent Iron-Head Fish breached the
water a full span of a man’s arms. It burst into the aire as if
wishing to take flight, snapping the aforementioned One of the
Single X silk in an instant -- and was gone.
Our Hero: Single combat, single battle, single defeat. Alas,
defeat is less bitter when the only witnesses are the defeated
warrior and the silent fish.

The Questing Knight
Selfie

Was it nymph or egg?
I cannot tell, but this questing Knight replicated his leadless effort. Again and again, he cast his fate upon
the waters. Again and again, The Iron-Head failed to rise.
Again, the voice spoke to him of lessons learned at the Twenty-League River, far to the East: “Hit ‘em in the
nose.”
Our Hero’s excitement abated and rational thought prevailed. He enveloped his silk with lead. Be it one?
Nay. Be it Two? Nay. Be it three? Nay. Let it be four billets of lead. Lead to Plumb the green, swift, and
deadly depths of the River of Elk.
Our Hero, warming to the task, cast his line upon the waters again and again. The sun rose to its zenith.
Another billet of lead! Five. I say, five billets.
The quest began anew. Was that bump a frigid and sluggish Iron-Head? Or was it Granite resting on River’s
floor? He cast again. ‘Twas not Granite. ‘Twas Iron!
Our ancient Hero knew not of rockets nor locomotives, but he knew of feisty fish. At first, the fish turned
North to the Lake of Erie and under the ice of Elk’s River, then South, then North again. The Knight’s silken
line sang like a mandolin’s strings as the fish spent his fury. Alas, The Iron-Head Fish, recognizing his
master, surrendered his silvery sides to the Knight’s grasp.
A single twitch of the hook by our Knight’s skillful -- if frozen -- fingers, and the fish and its pink stripe were
gone into the green depths of The River of Elk. It was a victory, the first of six this day, made sweeter whenst,
looking downstream, our Knight spied an audience of one on the bridge over the River of Elk at the place
called The Park who witnessed the combat, the battle, the victory.
Our questing Hero let all the vanquished live to fight another day.
The quest was come to its end. Our Knight turned his rested steed South toward The Land of The Virgin
Queen.
I tell you this story, and this story is true, so that you, too, may believe in The Iron-Head Fish who lives in
The County of Erie in the land known as Penn’s Sylvania.
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A Look Back at
Our
on Chapel Run

The Winchester TU restoration work on Chapel Run went
on for many years under Bud’s leadership. Just as now on
Redbud Run, there were always rocks and logs and bank
protection and erosion control measures.
We completed our work there years ago, and the structures
WTU put in place are still doing the job.
Upper Left: Dave moves a log in November 2014
Top: Bill, Terry, and Dave take a break in January 2011.
Those snow-covered structures are still in place.
Above: Lisa prepares to move a log in 2014.
Below: Barbara is moving rocks. There are always rocks!
Below Left: The “Ugly Fish” reared its head for the first
time in 2011 at Chapel Run.
Left: Bud is moving rocks. There are always rocks!!!!
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Poems selected
for the angler

Announced by all the trumpets of the sky,
Arrives the snow, and, driving o'er the fields,
Seems nowhere to alight: the whited air
Hides hills and woods, the river, and the heaven,
And veils the farm-house at the garden's end.
The sled and traveller stopped, the courier's feet
Delayed, all friends shut out, the housemates sit
Around the radiant fireplace, enclosed
In a tumultuous privacy of storm.

By Ralph Waldo Emerson
1803-1882
U.S.A.

Come see the north wind's masonry.
Out of an unseen quarry evermore
Furnished with tile, the fierce artificer
Curves his white bastions with projected roof
Round every windward stake, or tree, or door.
Speeding, the myriad-handed, his wild work
So fanciful, so savage, nought cares he
For number or proportion. Mockingly,
On coop or kennel he hangs Parian1 wreaths;
A swan-like form invests the hidden thorn;
Fills up the farmer's lane from wall to wall,
Maugre2 the farmer's sighs; and, at the gate,

A tapering turret overtops the work.

Ink wash portrait of Ralph Waldo Emerson
by W.M. Prokopchak © 2022

Footnotes
1

Parian = white marble

2

Maugre = In spite of

And when his hours are numbered, and the world
Is all his own, retiring, as he were not,
Leaves, when the sun appears, astonished Art
To mimic in slow structures, stone by stone,
Built in an age, the mad wind's night-work,
The frolic architecture of the snow.

Winchester TU 2022 Speaker Schedule
Mark your calendar now and plan to hear these presentations.
March 3rd
Casey Peltier will be the featured speaker at our
March 3rd meeting. Casey will give us an overview
Of the opportunities that Casting for Recovery
Offers for women with breast cancer. Fly Fishing
Retreats are open to women of all ages, in all
Stages of treatment and recovery.
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Bud on the Run: Redbud Run
The Next Workday is set for
February 5th.
by Bud Nagelvoort
It is not intentional neglect that has prevented the
scheduling of a Redbud Run work session in January.

REDBUD

Had the threat of icicles hanging from every nose not
been imminent we would not have missed for the first
time in human memory the thrill of the rock moving
across land into the water and on to a unique, strategic
location where Trout can thrive.
Who asked for the coldest January since 1887, global warming and all?
But Trout treasurers don't give up. There is a hint that sap may begin to rise in early February -- namely on the 5th
when the ever-unfailing forecast is for 60 degrees!
And 60 degrees is just right for tackling the next two major efforts to wrap up the latest stretch of Trout heaven at
Seipel's. Who cares if it rains, especially when the rain does not immediately freeze on top of a foot of snow?
Two likely elements to the back-muscle-strengthening activities on Feb. 5: beginning at 10 AM depending on how
many members return to duty from Patagonia and New Zealand and the navigability of the power winch through the
pasture.
Hopefully, there can be consensus on the relocation of two giant boulders to protect the delicately small, but
deep enough pool 50' downstream from their present location. While it will challenge our renowned experts, Terry,
Bill, and Fred, to site the pulley system and carry out appropriate tactics, there is strong confidence in
their performance born of decades of experience.
With sufficient crew made up of those who know enough to stay out of the way of the power winch and cable
operations, a team will revisit the site immediately above the newly enhanced natural V to continue efforts to
concentrate flows to the V. That work will involve groveling in the stream bed again with shovel and hoe and the
use of tactics designed to prevent the freezing of blood flows in fingers.
With that pleasantry in mind, we look forward to a good work session on Feb. 5 with the regular caveat regarding
notice of change of plans the evening of the 4th.

Whether you tie flies or not, Winchester TU BarFly is the place to be
at 7:00 p.m. the second Wednesday of every month.
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Barbara’s Books
Compiled by Barbara Gamble

On The Trout Stream with Joe
Humphreys
Author: Joe Humphreys
Hardcover: 248 pages
ISBN-10: 0811771199
ISBN-13: 978-0811771191
Publisher: Stackpole Books
Publication Date: Revised edition
(March 1, 2022)
This unique adventure in book publishing takes you
through a series of detailed, exciting lessons from one of
the great fly fishermen of all time, Joe Humphreys. In
extraordinary photo sequences, detailed captions, and
imaginative, original schematic drawings illustrating
theory as well as practical technique, Joe shows you how
to catch trout.
Joe talks directly to you, the reader, in On the Trout
Stream, as if you were wading along beside him for a
one-on-one lesson. You are in the current at his side as
he points out ways to read water, shows you what tippetfly combo he’s going to use for a particular stream
situation, discusses casting, makes his approach, and,
with you at his side, lands fish.
Joe goes into the basics of
bottom-drifting the nymph.
He talks conditioning -- the
context of the weather’s
seasonal rhythms and
how trout react, as well as
how their behavior is
affected by a dozen other
factors, from light to
temperature to the nature
of the food chain.

He shows you his favorite flies, some of them neverbefore-photographed originals, with advice on tying and
fishing. He shows you ways to figure out what the trout
are taking and how, in a myriad of different stream
situations.
You wade along with Joe as he plies intermixing
currents, pocket water, riffles, pools, runs, feeder
streams, spring holes, guts, shallows, and tight brush
with his nymphs and dry flies, showing you—and talking
to you—step-by-step through his system of fishing: a
body of knowledge developed in over 100,000 hours of
hands-on trouting experience on some of the world’s
toughest water.
On the Trout Stream gives you hard information and
instruction in an original, highly visual presentation
of how Joe Humphreys actually fishes.
Joe Humphreys is a nationally known fly fisherman,
conservationist, author, and educator. He has been a
fishing instructor to anyone who wants to learn the sport,
including VIPs, for over 45 years.
Joe has traveled the world representing the U.S. in fly
fishing competitions, has guided presidents and
celebrities, held the Pennsylvania state record brown
trout (15 pounds), hosted the first national fly-fishing
show on ESPN, and was inducted into the Fly Fishing
Hall of Fame.
Sources: amazon.com and the publishers

The Simple Beauty of the
Unexpected: A Natural Philosopher’s
Quest for Trout and the Meaning of
Everything
Author: Marcelo Gleiser
Paperback: 204 pages
ISBN-10: 1684581087
ISBN-13: 978-1684581085
Publisher: Brandeis University Press
Publication Date: February 26, 2022
Marcelo Gleiser has had a passion for science and
fishing since he was a boy growing up on the beaches of
Rio de Janeiro. As a world-famous theoretical physicist
with hundreds of scientific articles and several books of
popular science to his credit, he felt it was time to once
again connect with nature in less theoretical ways.
After seeing a fly-fishing
class on the Dartmouth
College green, he decided to
learn to fly-fish, a hobby, he
says, that teaches humility.
In The Simple Beauty of
the Unexpected, Gleiser
travels the world to scientific
conferences, fishing whereever he goes. At each stop,
he ponders the myriad ways
physics informs the act of
fishing; how, in its turn,
fishing serves as a lens into
nature’s inner workings; and
how science engages with
kjh
questions of meaning and spirituality, inspiring a sense
of mystery and awe of the not yet known.
This softcover edition features a new essay
by Gleiser on how we need a profound change
of worldview if we are to have a vibrant future for our
species in this fragile environment. He describes how
this book was an incubator for his current thinking.
Marcelo Gleiser, winner of the Templeton Prize, is the
Appleton Professor of Natural Philosophy and professor
of physics and astronomy at Dartmouth College. He is a
fellow of the American Physical Society and a recipient
of the Presidential Faculty Fellows Award from the White
House and National Science Foundation. He is the
author of several books of popular science, including A
Tear at the Edge of Creation, The Dancing Universe,
and The Island of Knowledge. Gleiser is cofounder of
and a regular contributor to the NPR science blog 13.7
Cosmos and Culture.
Sources: amazon.com and the publishers

Winchester TU Recycles
Aluminum.
Please CONTINUE to
save your aluminum
cans.
Bring your cans to any
Winchester TU event.
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Whisky/Whiskey
Auchentoshan
Three Wood Single Malt Scotch Whisky
Aged in American Bourbon Casks, finished in
Spanish Oloroso and Pedro Ximenez sherry casks
edited by Bill Prokopchak
When speaking to his impetuous son, me, one of my dad’s most oft’ used words
was “patience”. He generally spoke these words with a gentle urgency and
usually in triplets: “Patience. Patience. Patience.”
Well, I’m here now urging you to use “Patience. Patience. Patience.” With this
Whisky. And here’s why.
Three Wood needs to breathe, breathe, breathe.
More than any spirit I have ever tasted, Auchentoshan Three Wood needs time to breathe -- a long, long,
long time. If you have patience, patience, patience, you will have a complex flavor experience.
If you are not patient, you will pour the contents down the drain.
Three Wood -- probably a 10-year-old scotch -- is aged in used American bourbon casks. It is then finished
in Oloroso sherry casks for a couple of years and Pedro Ximenes sherry casks for a few months. This
process produces an exceptionally complex Whisky on the nose and on the palate.
It is bottled at 43% ABV. For me, that means enjoying it straight or with not more than a drop or two of
filtered water. It is a Lowland Single Malt, unpeated.
Auchentoshan was established in 1823 and has passed through several hands since. Suntory now owns
it. According to their website, its name is pronounced “OCH-en-TOSH-en”, meaning “corner of a field.”

Auchentoshan Three Wood Tasting Notes: Patience. Patience. Patience.
As I said above, you must let this Whisky breathe. Upon opening the bottle several years ago and pouring
my very first dram, the aromas were of dead night crawlers and cigarette ash. Yuck! I put the glass down
with disgust, went about my business, and chalked it up as a waste of money.
Quite some time later, I remembered that dram of Whisky I left sitting on the table and gave it a sniff. The
awful aromas were gone, and it seemed this Whisky was coming into its own. I let my glass sit for a little
while longer, and I uncorked the bottle to let it rest, too, for about SIX hours!
Even now, when I open that old bottle and pour myself a “drop” I let it rest for 20 minutes or more. I’m
never disappointed -- if I am patient.
Once the bottle has breathed sufficiently, the initial aromas are of zest from a very ripe orange, caramelized
sugar, oak, cinnamon, and coriander.
The first sip is oak, orange zest, dried dark fruits.
In the middle I get a lingering oak, orange citrus, general fruitiness, and a hint of caramel. The cinnamon
and coriander are way in the background. The nuttiness of the sherry casks is in there too, but not as
dominant as I would expect.
On the finish, I am still tasting the oak, the overall caramel lingers, and a whisper of wonderful pipe tobacco
sweetness arises. There is an earthiness in the finish, which I like. Imagine if you could put the smell of
the air after a summer into a flavor.
Auchentoshan Three Wood is available at Virginia ABC Stores for about $90 a bottle.

Three Wood bottle photo courtesy of
auchentoshan.com
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2022 Calendar of Events
Winchester Trout Unlimited

See also

http://winchestertu.org/
February 2022
✓Thursday 3 February 2022 -- 7:00 p.m. -- We have new meeting and dinner
locations starting February 3 and for the remainder of 2022. Both dinner and
meeting locations are in the
Lake Frederick Community’s Lodge
180 Bald Eagle Drive
Lake Frederick, VA 22630
5:30 p.m. -- dinner at “Regions 117 Restaurant”
We have reserved a number of seats, but it would be helpful if you could notify Wayne
(540-508-4476) in advance if you will be dining with us.

7:00 p.m. -- Winchester TU meeting in "Rachel's Kitchen" located in the
lower level of the building.
✓Saturday 5 February 2022 -- 10:00 a.m. Redbud Run workday
✓Wednesday 9 February 2022 --7:00 p.m. - BarFly at Escutcheon Brewery
March 2022
✓Meeting - Thursday 3 March 2022 -- 7:00 p.m. --

Lake Frederick Community’s Lodge
180 Bald Eagle Drive
Lake Frederick, VA 22630

✓Saturday 5 March 2022 -- Redbud Run workday -- Time to be announced later
✓Wednesday 9 March 2022 --7:00 p.m. - BarFly at Escutcheon Brewery

April 2022
✓Meeting - Thursday 7 April 2022 -- 7:00 p.m. -- Lake Frederick Community’s Lodge
✓Saturday 9 April 2022 -- Redbud Run workday -- Time to be announced later
✓Wednesday 13 April 2022 --7:00 p.m. - BarFly at Escutcheon Brewery
May 2022
✓Meeting - Thursday 5 May 2022 -- 7:00 p.m. -- Lake Frederick Community’s Lodge
✓Saturday 7 May 2022 -- Redbud Run workday -- Time to be announced later
✓Wednesday 11 May 2022 --7:00 p.m. - BarFly at Escutcheon Brewery
June 2022
✓Meting - Thursday 2 June 2022 -- 7:00 p.m. -- Lake Frederick Community’s Lodge
✓Saturday 4 June 2022 -- Redbud Run workday -- Time to be announced later
✓Wednesday 8 June 2022 --7:00 p.m. - BarFly at Escutcheon Brewery

The opinions expressed in Lateral Lines are those of the individual authors and are not necessarily those of Winchester Trout
Unlimited or Trout Unlimited National.
All water sports, including fishing, and stream restoration activities have inherent dangers. Participation in all Winchester Trout
Unlimited activities is at the participant’s own risk and participants agree to hold harmless Winchester Trout Unlimited and its
members. A responsible adult must accompany all minors.
public domain clip art from Microsoft.com and Wikipedia.org
Steelhead end mark watercolor by Bill Prokopchak

